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Resumo 

 

O advento da nova era industrial, também conhecido como Industria 4.0, prevê originar grandes 

mudanças na industria tal como é conhecida nos dias de hoje, provocando mudanças significativas. 

Com isto pretende-se chegar a alguns resultados no que respeita a uma melhor integração das 

diferentes partes envolvidas nos processos industriais. Portanto, no âmbito deste estudo, uma breve 

compreensão relativamente à Industria 4.0 e aos  principais conceitos que sustentam a chegada da 

quarta era industrial serão abordados. 

 

A existência de vários ramos industriais envolvem diferentes abordagens. Assim, no âmbito da 

engenharia civil , o presente estudo focar-se-á na industria da construção cobrindo uma vasta gama de 

novas tecnologias e teorias sobre a Industria 4.0 que visam afectar a atividades da construção, 

processos, métodos e todo o sistema organizacional das empresas. Portanto , dentro dos conceitos 

base que definem a Industria 4.0, exemplos serão dados, explicados e avaliados no seu contexto com 

a construção. 

 

A automação é um segmento nevrálgico da Industria 4.0 e, portanto, considerado como um dos  

principais focos na construção. Assim, um modelo conceptual de um controlo a ser aplicado a uma grua 

torre será analisado através de um caso de estudo relativo a um processo de betonagem de uma laje.. 

 

 

Palavras Chave: Industria 4.0, Big Data, Simulação, Integração, Cloud, Realidade Aumentada, 

Realidade Virtual, Realidade Mista, Fabricação Aditiva, Gruas Torre, Controlo de Sistemas, Internet 

Industrial das Coisas, 5G. 
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Abstract 

 

The advent of the new industrial era, also known for Industry 4.0, foresees significant impacts in the 

industry as it is known nowadays and will profoundly reshape it. The expected outcomes concern a 

better integration of the parts involved in the industrial processes, enhancements regarding 

productivities and a well-controlled industrial environment. Therefore, under this dissertations’ scope, a 

brief insight into the Industry 4.0 and an explanation of the central concepts that sustain this new 

industrial era will be addressed. 

 

The existence of diverse industrial branches involves different strategies; thus, under the civil 

engineering scope, the present study will be focused on the construction industry, covering the new 

disruptive technologies and theories underneath of Industry 4.0 that affect this sector activity, processes, 

methods and the whole firms’ organisational system. Therefore, within the main concepts that define 

I4.0, examples will be given, described and evaluated at the context of construction. 

 

Automation as a neuralgic segment of Industry 4.0, will be the main focus regarding this thesis. 

Therefore, a conceptual application of a control system in a tower crane will be explained thru a case 

study regarding a slab’s concreting activity.  

 

 

Keywords: Industry 4.0, Big Data, Simulation, Integration, Cloud, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, 

Mixed Reality, Additive Manufacturing,  Automation, Tower Cranes, Control System, Industrial Internet 

of Things, 5G. 
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1 

 

1.Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

The era of industrialisation has started with manufacturing plants in the late 18th century with the 

introduction of the steam engine. The use of steam power for industrial ends was the most significant 

breakthrough for productivity enhancement. Steam-engines now powered weaving looms. This 

industrial progress has brought other developments such as the steamship and the steam-powered 

locomotive. These had a significative impact on society, boosting the transportation of goods for long 

distances.  

 

Late at the end of the 19th century, with the discovery of electricity and assembly line production, the 

concept of mass production was born. During this era, society witnessed some of the most important 

innovations regarding communications, transport, and manufacturing(e.g.telephone, by Meucci, the 

light, by Thomas Edison, and the introduction of the assembly line with the Ford Model T). 

 

The era of automation is widely known as the third industrial era. The new technologies that time were 

programmable memory controls without any human assistance. This advance boosted the automation 

of the entire production process that became significantly faster and cost-effective. 

The advent of new digital technologies with the aid of the internet of things and the implementation of 

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) opened the fourth industrial era. This new era is emphasised by the 

focus on real-time data acquisition and processing, automation, machine learning and interconnectivity. 

The entire industrial production will be affected by this new digital era creating a more holistic and better-

connected ecosystem for the companies. 

 

The construction industry lags behind the others in terms of fully embracing Industry 4.0 and expresses 

hesitation regarding the adoption of the new technologies within its industrial production processes. As 

a consequence, the construction industry is not improving as expected in terms of productivity and 

efficiency. Therefore, it is going through a period to cap all the new technological solutions to empower 

and relaunch the industry, not just to achieve better performances but also to enhance quality and safety. 

The singularities of construction industry somehow affect the desired application of disruptive 

technologies involved in the Industry 4.0. Every construction project can be affected by several different 

factors that not necessary occurs in other industries, and thence standard approaches are not always 

possible to adopt.  

Therefore new strategies are needed to be settled in three different levels: company level, sector level 

and government level. 
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1.2 Objectives 

 

This dissertation is a result of a close investigation towards the central concepts of Industry 4.0 and how 

those will affect the dynamics of a high number of industries. The new technologies and the beginning 

of the digital era have brought disruptive methods to improve industrial processes. Those technologies 

are a challenge also for construction. Therefore, this thesis aims to meet the following objectives: 

 

− Give a close insight into Industry 4.0 main concepts 

− Provide a detailed explanation of each concept with corresponding examples 

− Contextualise the I4.0 features in the construction industry 

− Explain the impact of the Industry 4.0 new technologies in construction 

− Assess the Impact of automation in construction and the introduction to the tower crane’s case 

study 

− Assessment of a conceptual design of a control system for a tower crane 

 

1.3 Structure and research methodology 

 

The present thesis is an investigation of the new technologies encompassed in the advent of the new 

industrial era. The subject is profoundly disruptive for industry and includes vast technological 

applications that promise to change every industry branch known nowadays. Therefore, the first 

objective is to provide a detailed description of the Industry 4.0 concepts and let know the trending 

technological advancements that are changing industrial processes shortly. The current content is 

addressed in the second chapter. 

 

Knowing the new industrial processes, methods and all the disruptive applications fomented by new 

technological devices, the second objective is to investigate and give examples of the new applications 

in the Construction Industry. Thus, the third chapter serves to contextualise the new industrial features 

within construction production processes, methods and assess the full impact on this industrial sector. 

The technologies are fully described, as well as the expected outcomes. The analysis is only qualitative 

since the technologies above are usually being used for automated tests not being foreseen any 

implementation these days. 

 

The relevance of the present theme is enhanced through a case study subjected to a qualitative analysis 

regarding the conceptual control system of a tower crane. The subject comprehends one of the main 

concepts of Industry 4.0: Automation. This specific focus serves to conceptually investigate the 

outcomes expected of an automated construction activity leveraged by a tower crane equipped with a 

control system. This content is under the scope of the three next chapters. 
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The third chapter addresses a description of the tower crane’s structural and dynamical elements. Also, 

under this chapter’s scope, a brief explanation of the current controllers. The fourth and fifth chapter 

main objective is to explain the basic concepts of control systems and network topologies. Lastly, the 

sixth chapter is where a qualitative assessment of a conceptual controller embedded in a tower crane 

is conceptually analysed. 

 

The purpose of the last two chapters is to provide a final statement about the whole document as well 

as information about further research. 
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2 Industry 4.0 fundamental concepts  

 

2.1. Insight into Industry 4.0 

 

The advent of the new technologies and the digital era aims to empower the industry like it is known 

nowadays, turning it more promising shortly. This new industrial era is remarkable in different ways, 

such as the interaction of humans and machines, how things will interconnect and share data creating 

Cyber-Physical Systems and how the connection of data flowing will ensure the process of the 

interconnection through the Internet Of Things (IoT).  

 

Industry 4.0 will lead to better integration, optimal business solutions and communication enhancement. 

Other innovations are included in this industry and will be mentioned and described along with the whole 

text. 

 

The concept of industry 4.0 was born in Germany and will grow steadily due to several disruptive 

technologies. Therefore, the impact on the entire scope of processes that affect different types of 

industries will be vast, foreseeing a whole different shape-transformation of production processes in 

enterprises. Hereafter, independent management of processes and operations will occur in a 

decentralised way, the integration of virtual and real objects will provide a collaboration enhancement 

between different parts in projects, and the replacement of common human tasks will take place opening 

a new era of automation an robotisation. The power of IoT will reshape how things interconnect creating 

the enormous fluxes of data that must be stored and analysed, where cloud systems and big data will 

play key rules. Nevertheless, IoT offers shared platforms via cloud systems among partners in supply 

chains; thus, the whole business process can be heightened. The industry will also benefit from an 

entirely different approach regarding outcomes in production processes due to the possibility to use 

simulation tools to study better or predict scenarios that might happen [1]. 

 

A new era of the industry will deal with more digitised systems and network integration. As a 

consequence, the need to look for a secure business environment is also a priority. Therefore, 

cybersecurity is another aspect that should be considered to avoid malicious intents of cyber-attacks on 

companies systems and networks.  

 

The vision of Industry 4.0 with all the background provided above can be defined in nine main concepts, 

(to be more scrutinised in the next chapters) that constitute the central concepts of the I4.0. Therefore, 

according to the information provided in the present literature, the concepts are succinctly mentioned 

below: 
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Central concepts  

 

− Big data and Big Data analytics 

− Autonomous robots 

− Simulation 

− Horizontal and vertical system integration 

− The Industrial Internet of Things 

− Cyber-security 

− The Cloud 

− Additive manufacturing 

− Augmented reality 

 

Integration among processes, machines and humans are enabled by these main concepts of I4.0 and 

cannot be detached from each other. Figure 1 illustrates the principal concepts and how they should be 

perceived and interpreted. 

 

Figure 1 - Industry 4.0 System[1] 
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2.2 Big data and Big Data analytics 

 

The data daily generated is growing at an unprecedented rate making the companies unable to store 

and process, for extended periods, such a quantity of information. 

The definition of Big Data is related to a high volume of data ( structured and unstructured) that the 

companies need to manage, process and analyse. However, the volume does not constitute the only 

important characteristic but also how fast does the data flows and the types/formats of data being 

shared. These features were, until a certain period, the Big Data’s three main expansion vectors, known 

as the 3 V’(volume, velocity and variety). However, considering that the data flows unsteadily, and the 

authenticity of the carried information needs to be assessed, causes the Big Data to expand not only in 

three directions but rather into five directions by considering two additional features: variability and 

veracity. The table 1 shows the Big Data 5 V’s giving a brief description of each feature [2]. 

 

Nevertheless, it is also essential to analyse all the data generated to comprehend the relations among 

features and explore information.  

 

 

Table 1 - Big Data features [2] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Volume 

 
It is associated with the sizeable digital data volume that is generated frequently from 
millions of devices. (e.g. Terabytes, Records/Arch, Transaction, tables, files) 
 

 
Velocity 

 
Considering the amount of data generated is useful to process rapidly.(e.g.Batch, 
Real/near-time,Processes, Streams) 
 

 
Variety 

 
Regarding all types of sources and formats of the data generated (e.g. sensors, audio, 
video, graphs, documents and more). 
 

 
Variability 

 

 
Concerns the inconsistency of the data flow 
 

 
Veracity 

 

 
Regarding data’s reliability, finding the right correlations in Big Data 
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2.3 Autonomous and collaborative robots 

 

Robots take an essential role in a vast number of industries to execute complex tasks and perform 

collaborative work along with humans in industrial processes. 

Nevertheless, it is essential to assure a safe working environment since the injuries that could be caused 

by physical contact between humans and robots will create a significant constraint that can affect the 

workers' trust by working along with collaborative robot [3]. 

 

Traditional robots arose to improve performance, rendering more speed and precision to industrial 

processes. However, robots are not only cooperative but also collaborative. This means that they 

support the worker's jobs as humans when the safety conditions are guaranteed, enabling the human-

machine collaborative work and thence giving born to the concept of the cobot. 

 

The cobots can assist workers in a wide range of demanding and complex activities by using joint 

manipulation of objects and therefore, allowing a variety of benefits regarding strength amplification, 

inertia masking and guidance. Besides, It will aid workers to avoid developing any musculoskeletal 

disorder (MSD). This is possible through meticulous observation of a worker performing an assigned 

activity to extract the essential knowledge and to create an ergonomic design. 

 

The impact of industrial robots is relevant to enhance the desired outcomes of Industry 4.0. The reason 

concerns the aid of these robots in the industrial production, management, logistics and distribution 

activities. Nevertheless, these activities can be remotely controlled by workers or operators. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Collaborative robot [4] 
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2.4 Simulation 

 

Simulation plays a significant role in reducing production life-cycle failures,  increasing products quality 

and improving the process of decision making. In the same perspective, it is a way to ensure overall 

quality less time possible. 

 

The challenges imposed by Industry 4.0 have simulation technologies as a way to change the whole 

factories operation plants. These technologies act upstream of production processes by creating virtual 

models as close as possible of real scenarios [5]. 

 

Significant advances in modelling and simulation are leading to a new technological disruptive concept 

named Digital Twin defined by the virtual representation of the elements, and the dynamics of how the 

Internet of Things devices operate and work through its lifecycle. Thus, this technology comprises more 

integration between the real and the virtual environments allowing a more precise understanding of all 

the singularities occurring in the real-time. Therefore, this will permit managers to use the virtual model 

to simulate and test how virtual elements will interact with real ones, that might be transformed or not in 

further instructions. Digital twins can provide a significant contribution to the creation of virtual factories 

shortly. 

 

Simulation can be used for different purposes, but in general, it will enhance the decision making to 

reach accurate results that result in operations optimisations, managing and planning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - The Evolution of Simulation [6] 
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2.5 Horizontal and vertical system integration 

 

Vertical integration is a strategy adopted by companies to enhance and increase their value chain to 

firmly have complete control regarding all the processes comprehended in their production. In this 

context, all the parts that interfere with the production processes are at the firms' domain. For instance, 

Netflix was in the beginning, a simple platform that distributed films and TV shows affected to different 

content producers. However, this firm has decided to create also its own content, being from that 

moment, not just a distributor but also a creator. For this reason, Netflix is an excellent example of 

vertical integration.  

 

Horizontal integration is a strategy that can be applied at different levels, such as production stages, the 

whole production process and in the entire firm. This occurs when the same expertise offer that is 

provided by one or several entities is merged or when entities add other different expertise area provided 

by other entities into their structure. This strategy is suitable for firms that intend to achieve economies 

of scale, compete in growing industries and achieve total control in specific or in the whole industry 

branches. For instance, two retails companies one operates in Europe and the other in the United States 

after the merging process together will have costumes from both geographies, and the firm structure will 

increase followed by the volume of business that will perform. 

 

All the technologies that belong to the scope of the Industry 4.0 will perform essential transformations 

in the horizontal and vertical integration systems. In the horizontal integration, the advent of the new 

industrial revolution will ease the founding and conservation of nets that create and add value. On the 

other hand regarding the vertical integration, the use of IIot and CPS will permit the factories to react 

quickly and with an appropriate manner to certain variables such as demand levels, stock levels, 

machines unpredicted behaviours and unexpected delays [7]. 

 

Figure 4 - Horizontal and Vertical Integration Systems. The Oil Industry Case[8] 
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2.6 The Industrial Internet of Things and the Internet of Things  

 

Industry 4.0 brought new concepts and developments regarding how elements “things” are 

interconnected and share data. Items or “things” embedded with sensors are capable of sharing data 

for a better understanding of their state with other “things” and automated systems within the 

environment. Considering that digital and smart objects with digital CPS are not created for the same 

purpose, it is relevant to distinguish devices applied to the industry from the others that respond for 

distinctive natures. Therefore; it is essential to distinguish IoT devices from IIoT devices. 

 

The IIoT can be defined as: “ A system comprising networked smart objects, cyber-physical assets, 

associated generic information technologies and optional cloud or edge computing platforms, which 

enable real-time, intelligent and autonomous access, collection, analysis, communications, and 

exchange of process, product and/or service information, within the industrial environment, so as to 

optimise overall production value. This value may include; improving product or service delivery, 

boosting productivity, reducing labour costs, reducing energy consumption, and reducing the build-to-

order cycle.”[9] 

 

The definition mentioned above gives the perception of the vast scope of this technology and the multiple 

elements and environments that will be interconnected. The industry will benefit at every level, affecting 

the whole processes integrated into the value chain. Hence, the industrial internet of things is what it 

gives a connection between all the nine concepts of Industry 4.0. To better understand the idea, it is 

only necessary to comprehend the concept that performs a central role in every application conceived 

in the Industry 4.0 framework. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Internet of Things and Industrial Internet of Things 
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2.6.1 The 5G in the Industrial Internet of Things  

 

A new technological feature known as the fifth-generation mobile technology (or just 5G) is considered 

a fundamental asset regarding the fourth industrial revolution. This disruptive technology in wireless 

connectivity will bring significant progress regarding the Industrial Internet of Things. The technical 

characteristics of the 5G are based on the “network slicing” that increase the business to achieve 

different heights of connectivity. Therefore, according to this follow-up, the 5G slices are supported on 

three primary groups: Enhanced Mobile Broadband (Embb), Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency 

Communication (Urllc) and Massive Internet of Things(IoT) [10]. 

 

Considering all the three categories mentioned above associated to 5G technology, the outcomes 

expected within the context of the industrial internet of things are promising because it expected higher 

broadband, ultra-reliable and low-latency communications and a massive scale of IoT communications. 

Considering the features encompassed in 5G it is logical to assume.that with Embb the impact on high-

density urban areas will be expressive for all users daily demands regarding broadband services. The 

Urllc, on the other hand, will be advantageous for the necessity of real-time interactions when the time 

of response should be significantly fast. Finally, the mIoT will be a relevant boost to empower low-cost 

of the connectivity of things for remote locations. 

 

 

 

Table 2 - 5G features [10] 

 
 

Enhanced Mobile Broadband 
(Embb) 

 

 

− Augmented and virtual reality; 

− 4K/8K video streaming; 

− Smart offices; 
 

 
 

Ultra- Reliable Low-Latency Communication 
(Urllc) 

 

 

− Supports real-time 

− Autonomous driving; 

− robotic control for industrial automation; 

− Drones; 

− Remote medical surgery; 
 

 
 

Massive Internet of Things 
(mIoT) 

 

 

− Serves millions of devices of any type 
across remote locations 
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2.7 Cyber-Security 

´ 

Industry 4.0 brings more integration of processes and interconnectivity. More data are produced and 

shared among devices that could belong to persons, groups, institutions, corporations and even 

governments. Therefore, cybersecurity constitutes a subject of the relative importance that justifies the 

reason to plan and adopt preventive strategies to avoid uncooperative situations that could compromise 

the integrity and the normal function of the entities above. 

 

Cyber attacks have become even more complex and hard to detect due to the quick progress of 

technological devices and networks. With the computer network’s growing cyber-attacks increased 

proportionally with hackers exploiting the existent vulnerabilities. Therefore, and as the times goes by, 

it became vital for the whole enterprises belonging to different industries to ensure the safety and 

confidentiality of the owner information. Then, the studies point out six principles that companies must 

follow to implement further cybersecurity measures [11]: 

 

− Confidentiality – Hide information from non-authorized people 

− Integrity – Protecting information from not allowed modifications 

− Availability – Regards to the information access 

− Authenticity – Concerns the permission of individual entities to operate in the network 

− Nonrepudiation – Providing a trusted audit trail 

− Privacy- Regards the entity’s desired degree of privacy 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Overview of the evolution of connected devices [11] 
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2.8 Cloud computing 

 

The increase of smart devices and operational processes related to the concept of future smart factories, 

data sharing will continue growth in quantity, and for that reason, it is essential to look for a better 

performance of cloud technologies. The central characteristics of cloud computing are the virtualisation 

of computing resources and services. The present technologies aid in leveraging the computing services 

in five main attributes: 

 

− As on-demand service; 

− Infinity elasticity and rapid scalability; 

− On measured basis (the service can be billed); 

− Through pooled resources; 

− With broad network access; 

 

If enterprises have the intention to implement cloud computing technologies, that can be done in one of 

three key formats. 

 

I. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

 

This is a model of software which a third-party provider hosts applications and turns them 

available to customers over the Internet. This format of cloud computing comprehends a wide 

range of IT professionals and business users that can access to this cloud service by their own 

personal computers. Therefore,  there is no need to have any hardware storage device in a 

local place [12]. 

Examples: Salesforce; NetSuite and Concur. 

 

II. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 

This type of cloud computing is where the host or the third-party provider permits the usage of 

both hardware and software tools to all internets users. Therefore, there is no need for users to 

have their own hardware and software to run or develop a new application 

Examples: AWS Elastic Beanstalk, GoogleApp Engine and Heroku [13]. 

 

III. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

 

This is the other main cloud computing format where the cloud provider host the infrastructure 

components; in other words, IaaS provides servers, storage and other virtualised computing 

resources over the internet available for costumers. 

Examples: AWS, Microsft Azure and Google Compute Engine [14]. 
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2.9 Additive manufacturing 

 

The AM is a disruptive technology aiming to transform all the conventional and traditional industry known 

nowadays profoundly. Regarding this subject it is stated that Industry 4.0 was responsible for the 

creation of additive manufacturing, that will play a key role in the forthcoming years is an optimal 

technology for reducing complexity and enhance efficiency within production processes. Also, letting 

fast prototyping and decentralisation [15]. 

 

According to [16] the four main advantages of AM comprises: 

 

− Freedom of design 

− Mass customisation 

− Waste minimisation 

− Ability to fabricate complex structures 

 

Additive Manufacturing can also be described as 3D printing, and currently, it is possible to find large 

different 3D printers in the global market that operate for different purposes and with several options in 

terms of materials, such as metal alloys, polymer composites, ceramics, woods, fibres and composite 

materials such as concrete. Figure 7 shows an overview of the primary materials most used in AM. 

 

Different processes are available for 3D printing that includes fused deposition modelling (FDM), 

selective laser sintering (SLS), stereolithography (SL), photopolymerization(PPT) and others. The FDM 

process occurs when a thin filament of plastic feeds a machine where a print head melts it and extrude 

it in thickness typically of 0.25 mm. The SLS concern the process that powder is sintered or fused by 

the application of a carbon dioxide laser beam. The SL regards the operation of a liquid polymer that 

turns solid by ultraviolet curing. However, other methods are possible and can be visualised in Figure 

7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - General overview of current research materials for AM in the forthcoming era [17] 
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2.10 Augmented, virtual and mixed reality 

 

Table 3 - AR,VR and MR 

 

All the realities, according to [18] alone or combined, will help the industry to: 

 

− Reduce rework 

− Improve safety 

− Lower labour costs 

− Meet Timelines 

− Resolve issues faster 

− Increase quality 

 

All the realities are useful depending on the activity’s nature. Therefore, all those benefits mentioned 

above are transversal to any industry. They are allowing workers to better understand the working 

environment by providing them with a virtual training before aids on the safety enhancement. And 

increase quality. Overlaying virtual elements into real environments aids on the answer to specific 

questions and leads to better decision making, resolving issues faster and reduce rework. 

 

2.11 Industry 4.0 Blockchain  

 

Industry 4.0 brought into light the knowledge about new tools, concepts and processes that will transform 

the industry like it is known nowadays. All the innovations above are driving the industry on the way to 

a more productive, more effectively managed digital age, where real-time data and project reporting will 

be available for critical elements of significant projects and infrastructures enhancements. 

 

The main objective of this chapter is to explain how the blockchain technology would be seen and 

integrated into the industry in general but more specifically, in the construction industry. To understand 

 
 

Augmented Reality (AR) 
 

Consists by overlying virtual information on the 
real environment. However there is no 
integration, this technology will perform several 
tasks in different industries and provide reduced 
labour risks by serving as the way for industrial 
training and learning. 

 
 

Virtual Reality (VR) 
 

Another technology to aid industry operations but 
has a different definition compared to AR. In VR, 
the environment is virtual, no real as AR, and the 
user can somehow interact with it realistically. 
 

 
 

Mixed Reality (MR) 
 

This is the combination of both AR and VR, 
allowing the user, for instance, to adopt virtual 
solutions in the real model, but unlike AR, the real 
and virtual environments can interact and share 
data. 
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the whole context, it relevant to describe basic notions that are inherent to the central purpose. One of 

those concepts regards the explanation of Blockchain. 

Blockchain is a type of DLT (Distributed ledger technology) that was first mentioned when themes as 

Bitcoin were approached and brought in to in-depth investigations. Therefore, it becomes relevant also 

to explain and analyse the concept of distributed ledger technology. This explanation resides in a simple 

database with particularities, because is scattered around multiple locations in a shared manner and for 

this reason is often described as a distributed database. Therefore, the interaction between each part 

interested in the system occurs in a peer-to-peer way, and consequently, the possibility of existing 

intermediaries is excluded. (e.g. a system holding multiple records at the same time by every part). 

 

After a brief blockchain insight, the reason for the relevance of the concept within the construction 

industry is because it is considered by several reasons one of the most fragmented, scattered and 

complex regarding supply chain. One practical example concerns the Burj Khalifa project that gathered 

several workers on the building site at the peak of construction. Therefore, a whole vast type of 

challenges appeared regarding the supply chain, tracking work in progress, schedule, cost and 

payments. Besides, the natural inherent mistakes, delays and accidents that might be occurred. 

 

The experience on the construction industry by the author of the present thesis converge with the vast 

number publications that clearly state that lack of accountability and extremely narrow profit margins are 

one of the origins of the whole resulting failures. Therefore, the blockchain can aid at this matter by 

performing towards more reliable results making with the whole process starts to be more efficient, 

transparent and accountable. The main aspects that blockchain could aid are mentioned above( then 

for a full understanding is recommended to consult the bibliography regarding the subject): 

 

− Payment and project management 

− Procurement and supply chain management 

− BIM and smart asset management 

 

The present example is one case where blockchain technology helps by following and registering the 

operational status of the crane’s operation. That is only possible when sensors are incorporated into the 

equipment. If any anomalous phenomena occur when the crane is being operated the data will trigger 

(using the smart contract) a safety alarm that will be seen by the supervisors and then provide 

instructions to avoid any possible constrictions [19]. 
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Figure 8 -Crane operational risk management with blockchain [19] 
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3. Industry 4.0 in construction 

 

3.1 Theory in construction 

 

Besides the technical constraints in construction, the lack of explanations of the observed behaviours 

regarding construction activities occurs due to an absence of theoretical approach. This lead to adverse 

outcomes that hinders the way, to achieve a good co-operation of people and to pinpoint the sources of 

further progress. Also hampers the fast progression of trainees in construction companies [20]. 

 

The concepts that have been deployed through the XX century and commonly present in the literature 

related to project management are the transformation, the flow and the value concept. The integration 

of these three different perspectives forms the theory of production to address the phenomena of 

construction and aid the industry to perform efficiently, eliminate waste and eliminate value loss [21]. 

 

Figure 9 - The TFV theory of production [20] 

  

The TFV theory is considered fundamental in construction to overcome general problems regarding 

numerous construction projects. Although, such theory can be divided in two: the theory of production 

in general and the theory applied to the characteristics of construction.  

 

“The foundations for a field of knowledge provide the basic principles, or theories, for that field. 

Foundations consist of fundamental truths, rules, laws, doctrines, or motivating forces on which other, 

more specific operating principles can be based. While the foundations need not always be quantitative, 

they must guide decision making and operations. They must be action-oriented, and their application 

should be expected to lead to improved performance” [20]. 
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3.2 Constraints and opportunities  

 

Construction industry proves to be underperforming regarding productivity, certainty in delivery, skill 

shortage and data transparency. Therefore, Industry 4.0 is bringing new technological solutions by 

generating new opportunities and new product trends, reacting positively to the new industrial 

challenges. 

 

Regarding productivity, it is consensual that the construction industry is floundering. Related factors are 

possibly own to low labour productivity rates and the inherent dependencies of the site conditions. 

Another weakness is the little certainty in delivery due to unreliable project delivery times and costs. 

 

The construction sector shortage regarding labour skills is demanding more than the available offer and 

considering that these skills cover a broad range of tasks, appears to be a significant issue waiting for 

a proper solution. 

 

At last, the existence of a hefty lack of data transparency in the construction needs to be correctly 

captured and reported. Excellent performance of this last segment brings desirable credibility in the 

onsite multi-contractual relationships [22]. Considering the challenges that might come, it is essential to 

assess and contextualise industry 4.0 in construction and study the impact of the several new 

technologies within the digital era. 

 

3.3 Big Data technologies and Data Analytics in construction 

 

Construction industry already possesses and deals with large volume and different formats of data, 

provided by the implementation of new methodologies and interconnected devices. This increases the 

shared data all over the construction’s project. For instance, the Building Information Modeling (BIM), is 

a new methodology for construction, allowing to share and manage data consistently through the 

building’s life-cycle. This process has brought the construction industry into the era of Big Data [23]. 

 

The evidence of the 3V’s (volume, variety and velocity) of Big Data are visible in construction with the 

integration of 3D BIM models with dynamic data streamed by sources such as sensors, RFIDs and 

building management systems. w 

 

When contextualising Big Data within construction, there is a need to enter in some subtleties, and for 

that reason, there is a need to distinguish two complementary aspects: 

 

I. Big Data Engineering - Supports data storage and processes activities. 

 

II. Big Data Analytics - Reads and interprets data to performs some insights and drive to decision 

making. 
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3.3.1 Big Data Engineering  

 

Big data Engineering is divided in two: 

 

− Horizontal scaling platforms (HSP)- that distribute processing across multiple servers and 

scale-out by adding new machines to the cluster. 

 

− Vertical scaling platforms (VSP) – scaling is achieved by upgrading hardware. 

 

Big Data Processing 

 

Regarding significant data processing, it is known a variety of models. Although it is possible to highlight 

two:  MapReduce and Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG). 

MapReduce (MR) uses two processes: Mappers and Reducers 

 

− Mappers – read, process data and generate middle results. 

 

− Reducers - performs on mappers final result and produce the end data which are stored back 

to the file system. 

 

Figure 10 - Big Data structure [24] 
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Another processing model is the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) used for data processing (e.g. Spark) 

Both MR and Spark are being used in several information systems in the construction industry, but for 

BIM data, the process must be customised for being treated by the models mentioned before. 

 

Big Data Storage 

 

Distributed file systems and NoSQL databases can provide Big Data storage. Regarding distributed file 

systems, it is known two that compete at the highest level with each other, and there are: 

 

− Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS); 

 

− Tachyon; 

 

The last type of BDStorage is NoSQL( an abbreviation for “Not Only SQL), a concept created to address 

technological gaps of the traditional SQL systems. 

 

Examples of NoSQL systems: Cassandra, HBase, HyperTable, MongoDB, CouchDB, MarkLogic, 

Redis, Riak, BerkeleyDB, Neo4J, OrientDB e Oracle NoSQL. 

 

3.3.2 Big Data Analytics  

 

Processes significant quantities of data that incorporates many techniques already performed in the 

present days such as statistics, data mining and machine learning. 

 

Statistics 

 

This mathematical science permits to extract conclusion from data. Although right tools and techniques 

should be carefully chosen at every data analysis stage, such as frequency charts, factor analysis, 

Bayesian networks, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, Gaussian distribution, Monte Carlos simulations, and 

others: 

 

Examples: identifying construction delays, learning from post-project reviews, decision making, 

detecting any anomalous failures on building structures. 

 

Data Mining 

 

Automatic or semi-automatic exploration of large volumes of data, to discover evocative patterns or 

rules. For this purpose, specific techniques should be applied, such as statistics, data function and text 

mining. 
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Examples: discover key factors that forces delays in construction projects, analyse large construction 

datasets, cost overruns and quality control in construction projects, learning from past projects. 

 

Machine Learning 

 

Considered one of the most used methods for DA belonging to sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), this 

technique enables computational systems to learn from data about a specific task automatically. This 

particular procedure comprises other techniques regarding regression, classification, clustering, natural 

language processing and information retrieval. 

 

Examples: Construction project estimation, managing and reusing construction knowledge from a 

variety of unstructured documents, resolve disputes before provoking litigation and work interruptions, 

construction labour productivity assessment and legal decision support system. 

 

3.4 Automation in construction  

 

The construction industry is underperforming in terms of productivity and in the adoption of several digital 

technologies that cause severe delays when compared to others. Not only productivity constitutes a 

problem but also the shortage of skilled workers. For instance, according to the U.S.Bureau of Labour 

Statistics, approximately two hundred thousand jobs in the construction industry were left unfilled in 

2017.  

 

As previously mentioned, Industry 4.0 will impose changes in different industrial sectors. The 

construction industry is not an exception, and automation will have a central role regarding the future of 

construction. 

 

Nowadays, new technologies are at an early stage. Therefore, it is not possible for more disruptive 

enhancement that this industry might want to be to expect better performances compared to 

conventional construction technologies just as they are known today. Nevertheless, it is expected that 

this new technology will outperform the existing ones over time [25]. 
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The automation can perform a central role in the field mentioned below [26]: 

 

− Robot-oriented design 

− Robot industrialisation 

− Construction robots 

− Site automation 

− Ambient robotics 

Figure 11-Foster's (1986) S-curves applied to construction.[25] 

 

3.4.1 Robot Oriented Design (ROD) and management 

 

ROD and management is a new kind of design approach where disruptive methods are deployed in the 

construction and building technology, bringing new tendencies of how to proceed, establishing 

strategies and transform the entire construction environment. These changes are possible due to the 

automation and robotic technology input in the construction industry to improve the construction sector 

and adjust the conventional construction processes and mechanisms to the requirements of the advent 

of the new era of technology [27]. 

 

The traditional construction industry framework will change at a slow pace, and for now, long 

construction periods and low productivity are the real scenarios of this industry. Therefore, new devices, 

machines, robots, advanced methods in terms of planning and management will change the current 

scenario of civil engineering in terms of construction.  

 

Leading this challenge into something representative, a solid sense of commitment between all the parts 

involved in a construction project should occur. It is required that the information exchanged by all the 
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parts follows high standards of accuracy and ability to achieve satisfactory parameters of ROD in terms 

of design, cost, marketability, price, production, quality, time, productivity and profitability. 

 

Figure 11 shows a practical application of a robot-oriented design applied to an automated construction 

site of the company Shimizu. The automated construction site comprises other technologies mentioned 

before and is continually being under an in-depth investigation and constant improvement. The future 

of automated constructions sites stills unclear because of immense challenges motivated by the 

complexity of construction industries. 

 

 

 3.4.2 Off-site automation and robotics technologies  

 

Considering the relevance of improving productivity, quality and safety in construction, automation is 

more than before essential to achieve better performances. Although the singularities and the allied 

complexity are particularly challenging for the more sophisticated construction industry with the 

incorporation of automated processes, therefore, in prefabrication, the approach might be more 

straightforward, and for that reason, significant efforts have been made to improve and achieve better 

outcomes regarding components making and the production of modular housing. Not just the device 

technology is relevant, but also innovation in methodology is, and, therefore, concepts just like lean 

manufacturing will undertake several changes in the construction industry. 

 

The integration of computer-aided manufacturing and CAD in prefabrication is already a reality and is 

producing a significant upgrade in the segment of the robotic precast industry. 

The three main projects that represent the advances of robotic prefabrication in the building industry are 

mentioned in Table 3 

 

 

Figure 12 - Robot Oriented  Design application [27] 
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Table 4 - Construction robotic's advances 

 
 

ROCCO 

 

This technology features two different robotic systems for the erection of 
walls of residential and industrial buildings. 
Also, it is included a software system that assists engineers in-wall 
partitioning, layout planning and logistics planning.  

 
 

Future 
Home 

 

Build fully-manufactured houses instead of only prefabricated parts. The 
hardware now features both an off-site production plant and on-site 
assembly plant, with a robotised gantry crane to perform on-site assembly 
tasks. 
 

 
 

ManuBuild 

 

Another technology is allowing mass customisation in the construction 
industry. This is a significant breakthrough from a “craft and resource-
based construction” industry in an “open and knowledge-based 
manufacturing” industry. 
 

 

3.4.3 On-site automation and robotics technologies  

 

Considering the subject mentioned above, it is known that the targeted technology for automation on a 

construction site is more complicated due to the internal dynamics and the presence of multiple tasks 

with different characteristics. Also, some economic considerations should be well-planned, being 

subjected to a rigorous and detailed analysis between costs and benefits (e.g. the costs of implementing 

a new system and the changes that are implicated in the organisation) [30]. 

The challenges faced by the construction industry in term of on-site automation solutions: 

 

− Robots adaptation to a building site and assemblage performance 

− Safety guarantees regarding the collaboration between humans and autonomous machines 

− Provide easy configuration of the robot’s movements and instigate self-learning 

− Manage the robot’s behaviour to different site conditions 

 

According to in-depth research, it is possible nowadays to find some robotic machines to different 

construction tasks, such as: 

 

Table 5 - Construction robotics equipment[15] 

 

 

SAM100 by Construction Robotics Brick-laying robot 

Automated Construction Fleets by Komatsu Intelligent Machine Control integrated with 
Skycatch 

On-Site Robotics by IAAC and TECNALIA 3D printer with a cable-operated robot 

SMAT by Shimizu Robotic Factory  
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3.5 Simulation in construction 

 

Computer simulation is a powerful tool used regularly in the manufacturing industry to analyse and 

forecast behaviours in models tested in different scenarios. The outcomes support decision making, 

enhancing accuracy and reliability. At the construction, simulation occurs not so regularly as 

manufacturing, but it is known that the need for this kind of applications exists in a wide range of 

specialities (e.g. pipe-laying, dam construction, tunnelling. modelling of soil excavation, crane operations 

and others.) [31]. 

 

Regarding the methods of classifying models, it depends on how the model represents changes of state. 

Models can be of two types: 

 

− Discrete-event – a model is describing changes in the status of the system as occurring only at 

isolated points in time without a fixed schedule. 

 

− Continuous – models that consist of sets of algebraic, differential, or difference equations. 

 

In construction continuous models are not suitable, not being possible to translate into mathematical 

equations large complex situations occurring in this industry. 

 

Digital Twin 

 

This technology is one of the most disruptive regarding the simulation. It consists of linking the real 

construction site with the virtual model where data is always being shared between the two systems, 

(possible by the existence of sensors embedded on physical objects). The significance will be the 

possible representation of a real environment in the virtual model. 

 

Figure 13 - Robot brick laying machine and a robotic on-site factory of the company Shimizu [30] 
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3.6  Horizontal and vertical system integration 

 

In a competitive world where technological signs of progress and highly qualified individuals quickly 

grow, it is essential for construction companies to look for new challenges to strengthen their position in 

the market. For that reason, it is common to see companies that increase their size through the years 

of activity, achieving economies of scale and reducing competition - horizontal integration. For that 

reason, considerable endeavours regarding new strategies, bold visions and financial power, are made 

and give room for improvement. However, companies with a striving horizon need to internally expand 

by tightening up their supply chain, reducing costs and access to new distributing channels – vertical 

integration [8]. 

 

Construction industry singularities are vast and vertical integration assumes relative importance 

regarding internal processes. Therefore, the new technologies applied in construction projects will 

provide better outcomes by leveraging efficiency, causing another level of progress. The relevance of 

how things in the cyber-physical systems are connected through the internet of things and the 

information generated will significantly change roles, management, planning and logistics in the 

construction industry. Accurate results and values can be achieved with a better degree of confidence, 

and general organisation will improve, providing trust and motivation between workers and partners.  

 

A reliable company with an excellent technical background reflected in their internal processes will deal 

significantly better in business extension in terms of dimension and diversity.  

The devices linked to equipment and management processes will benefit from the actual and 

forthcoming disruptive technologies linked with the Internet of Things allowing real-time control and 

monitorization of construction operations since the commencement of construction project until the end. 

Delays, low productivity and budget overruns will be avoidable. Companies aiming to achieve 

economies of scale can be more successful than before because the need of physical structure for 

control and management will be less necessary. Although, for significant construction, firms can be an 

opportunity to consolidate their presence and reduce additional structural support. 

Figure 14 - Excavator Digital Twin[50] 
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3.7 Industrial Internet of Things in Construction 

 

The IIoT was mentioned previously as the contextualization of IoT in industry and how the devices are 

interconnected and share data along the value chain. The connection of things conveyed by the internet 

to share data is central to the performance of cyber-physical systems. In the construction industry, the 

internet of things will be responsible for interconnection of devices, vehicles and home applications 

allowing users and general workers to control objects more efficiently [32]. 

The new technologies and the Internet of Things are expected to affect cost reduction, safety 

enhancement and smart design. Controlling costs and project management have a profound impact on 

construction and IIoT will deliver solutions towards better outcomes.  

Implementation of IIoT in the construction industry requires time and will act in different fields according 

to [32-33]: 

Table 6 - Industrial Internet of Things main applications [33] 

 
Preventive maintenance  - 

 
This action is possible with the existence of 
sensors that allows preventive maintenance. 

 
Administrative experience 
reduction  
 

 
Optimising administrative processes giving 
permanent information. 

 
Real-Time Observation 
 

The information provided by sensors will act in 
strategic stages of a construction project, 
avoiding inherent constraint and contributing to 
a leaner operation. 

 
PreciseConstruction Management 
 

Operations more accurate; downtime 
avoidance. 
Tagging and trailing materials or trucks. 

 
Tracking labour hours 
 

With IoT is possible to control and confirm all 
labour hours by putting a trailing badge on the 
workers.. 

 
Remote Operation 
 

Construction machines can be operated by 
wireless connection, and the instruction can be 
given remotely. 

 
Supply Replenishment 
 

Labelling supplies with RFID tags to monitor 
and control supply units; 

 
Power and Fuel Savings 
 

Adjust power and fuel consumption to the 
machines' needs. 

 
 
Safety in construction site 
 

The number of deaths in the construction 
industry still hight, and regarding those 
reasons, measures must be taken such as 
remote operations, wearable devices and 
augmented reality 

 
Monitoring 
 

To prevent accidents, the equipment can be 
monitored to avoid worker fatigue and possible 
accidents  

 
Augmented Reality 
 

Integrated into the equipment AR can serve the 
purpose of giving operational instructions or 
navigational and driving information 

 
Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) 
 

 
Using computer models with the input of 
sensors 

 
Construction Tools and 
Equipment Tracking 
 

 
Monitor the equipment movement and 
instructing to carry out their activities 
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3.8 Real-time remote control for construction heavy machinery with 5G 

 

5G represents the connection of everything and empowers the Internet of Things and the Industrial 

Internet of Things. The main characteristics of 5G succinctly are the high bandwidth, low latency, and 

total coverage. Therefore, for remote operations that necessarily implied real, time response, this was 

the critical feature for long-distance operations. 

 

Real-time remote control of heavy construction machinery will be more reliable with 5G since the low 

latency allows a quicker response of any operations command. Therefore, any operator, from long 

geographically places, can operate such machines with safety. The two advantages of this type of 

technology are to facilitate certain operations at hostile environments and to permit the workers to 

operate other machines around the world without leaving the control centre. 

 

Controlling not just machines but processes and management it will be possible with 5G. Combined with 

other technologies that constitute the nine blocks of Industry 4.0, it will be possible to manage the whole 

construction site remotely. So, not just machinery, but also logistics, planning and site managing. 

 

Enterprises such as Doosan, Hyundai, Volvo and Empiric are leading the technology advances and 

tests regarding equipment remotely controlled using 5G. Those tests of operating equipment such as 

excavators and loaders were remotely operated on a construction site located in South Korea, Japan. 

Sweden and Finland. Also, new business models are being objected of study in a collaboration between 

the above manufacturers and telecommunication companies such as Nokia, Ericsson, SK Telecom and 

LG [34]. 

 

Figure 15 shows the Bauma 2019 exhibition, in Munich, where the machinery manufacturer Doosan has 

demonstrated the remote operation of 40-tonne crawler excavator located over 8500 km away in South 

Korea, from a control station on the manufacturer stand at Bauma. The control station was equipped 

with 3D machine guidance, real-time diagnostics and full gauge display systems. 

 

Figure 15 - Remote Operation with an excavator at Bauma 2019 [34] 
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3.9 Cloud Computing in the construction industry  

 

In the construction industry, cloud computing will perform a proper role to obtain the desired outcomes 

regarding productivity, efficiency and effectiveness. The impact of new devices and methodologies 

within construction are under the subject of several studies, and the promised results in the practical 

context are promising. Therefore, the fourth revolution in development is something to be expected 

shortly. 

 

Like it was mentioned before, Industry 4.0 is based on nine concepts, and the cloud is one of those 

concepts that performs a central role in support of all others. The new revolution in the construction 

industry foresees more than the new technologies; it is also a whole new business discipline where 

things are interconnected and share data. Thus, connected data serves to perform analysis to leverage 

the construction business to another level. 

 

Cloud providers such as AWS, Microsoft, Google, IBM, Oracle, Alibaba are already adapted to receive 

Industry 4.0 using the last and more advanced protocols mentioned in the previous chapters to connect 

different types of devices to the cloud. Hence, the applications thought before now have the cloud as a 

central part of construction regarding planning, control, management and logistics. 

The specific advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing are mentioned in Table 6. 

 

Table 7 - Advantages and disadvantages of Cloud Computing[35] 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 
Easy Sharing 

 
Powerful Data Processing 

 
Connected Jobsite 

 
Data Storage 

 
Better Integration 

 
Advanced Analytics 

 
Better Decision Making 

 

 
Security 

 
Downtime 

 
Migrating Your Data 

 
Cost 

 
Lack of Internet Access 

 

In the selection of the advantages as mentioned above, some considerations should be stated such as 

the simplicity of sharing extensive data among the stakeholders, the capacity of processing and 

analysing data from different types of formats offering real-time information of various job sites with the 

access of relevant details to perform better strategical decisions. On the other hand the cloud might 

present some vulnerabilities in terms of security; if servers do not work correctly it is expected some 

delays to access data; the investment in a cloud solution is considered expensive, but the payback can 

be leveraged for the money savings from all advantages that increase productivity and raises the 

revenue. 
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3.10  Augmented, virtual and mixed reality in construction 

 

Like it was mentioned before in the chapter 2.2.8 the augmented, virtual and mixed reality are becoming 

trending technologies in construction with more usage of AR than VR and MR. The applications are vast 

with satisfactory outcomes. However, the MR is in the early beginning compared to the others because 

it forces an integration of VR and AR.  

 

Augmented Reality 

 

The application of this technology within construction can be useful, for instance, in virtual site visits, 

proactive schedule dispute identification and resolution, and to compare what was planned with what 

was built [36]. 

 

AR provides vast applications. Therefore, it is interesting to explore what are the foundations that sustain 

the AR technology. The first thing to point out is that AR encompasses the overlaying of virtual objects 

on the real-life scene, making it appropriate to assure how accurately this object is imposed. The second 

relevant aspect comprises the natural usability of an AR software and how user-friendly it is; the third 

one concerns the information flow and storage – cloud computing-. Finally, the last thing to be mentioned 

is the vital role of mobile devices and the impact on the AR environment [37]. 

 

It is possible nowadays to use devices that read the real environment and overlays the virtual objects 

coming from BIM. This BIM integration with AR  represents a significant step forward in an industry that 

tends to progress faster every day. 

 

Figure 16 shows an object being overlayed in real space using a regular tablet. The user to study how 

that object will be placed and study the geometrical framework with the actual space in terms of area, 

linear distances and how it affects the interior architectural design  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 -Augmented Reality Device [37] 
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Virtual Reality 

 

VR is rising in the construction industry and is responsible for significant enhancements regarding 

collaborative work, project design, the relation among stakeholders, and avoiding undesired situations 

concerning the worker's safety and financial constraints. This technology permits the integration of 

projects managers with contents of a full-scale building before and during the construction process. The 

feeling of being immersed in the non-realistic environment will be determined to provide a better design 

appreciation regarding architecture, structural elements and specialities(e.g. water supply network 

system, sewage network system, AVAC and others) [38]. 

 

In the construction site, it is possible to avoid hazard situations with the simulation of the construction 

environment leveraged by a discrete-event simulation system that creates a perfect virtual world of the 

building site in time and space displaying all the interactions among machines, people and materials. 

For workers, the virtual reality alongside the simulation of the work environment could bring the desired 

traineeship before the real work begin. It is expected with this knowledge to better train machine 

operators for diverse tasks which they need to perform at the real construction environments. Also, for 

future engineers, the VR might help them to immerse in a construction site to better train them for future 

challenges. Furthermore, regarding the collaborative work, the VR plays an essential role in physical 

decentralisation of certain parts affected to a construction project because the advantage of virtually 

gathers them, conference rooms to discuss key subjects. Altspace is an example of a company that 

provides a platform for VR meetings around the world( allows other types of virtual gatherings) [39]. 

 

A right pre-planning stage avoids future financial and time concerns, and for that reason, VR can be 

useful for good outcomes concerning this subject by using 3D models where is possible to explore 

accurately possible design errors and conflicts. Besides this, the consideration above also permits better 

decision making regarding better solutions, and the quality of individual projects might be enhanced 

significantly [40]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 -Virtual meeting [39] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17- Virtual simulator [40] 
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Mixed reality  

 

The challenge of both physical and digital objects co-existing and interacting in real-time means a 

relevant development brought to the construction industry. 

Regarding applications, MR is sometimes misunderstood and confused with AR. In both cases, the real 

world is overlayed with virtual objects, but in the case of AR, there is no interaction of both realities. 

 

Figure 19 is an image of Microsoft Hololens, the last technology developed regarding wearables. 

Overlaying 3D objects in the real world make it an AR technology but, this wearable goes beyond the 

basic from what was created until present times The device has large applications that merge all the 

benefits combined of AR and VR, such as [41]: 

 

− Moving Revit models into a HoloLens environment and how it looks in the construction site 

− Provides remote support and enhance the collaborative work on a construction site by 

connecting directly to the needed support area 

− Creates holograms of the final project for more detailed visualisations eliminating traditional 

models made of wood or plastic 

− Useful for structural models visualisation 

− MEP Visualizations in the construction site to detect possible collisions 

− Helps to see the interaction of existing materials and the light on designed elements 

− Perform point layout on-site 

− Step-by-step assembly instructions 

− Provide orientation and navigation for new employees on a construction facility or site 

− Understand the construction environment for measurements and 3D scanning 

− Clash detection on-site by overlaying 3D models in real spaces 

− Employee Training 

− Integration of real with virtual elements for accurate inspection 

− Carry out all repairs and maintenance tasks  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 – Microsoft Hololens [41] 
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3.11Additive Manufacturing in construction 

 

3.11.1 Concrete Additive Manufacturing 

 

The highest known technology in the construction industry is the additive manufacturing of concrete 

(AMoC) or 3D concrete printer. The process of constructing layer by layer and have the same or best 

architectural, structural and global functionality outcome from a building is relevant and can produce 

considerable enhancements shortly [42]. 

Concrete is undoubtedly the most used material in the construction industry worldwide, and the reason 

concerns the product low-cost production and availability. The concrete is a fluid before setting and for 

that reason can be shaped in vast distinctive forms until being a rigid material with necessary proprieties 

regarding compression resistance, durability and fire resistance. A significant benefit of this material 

combined with 3D Printers is the mass customisation in construction makes it one of the most relevant 

examples of the impact of Industry 4.0 within construction. However, this technology is at an early stage 

of development and constraints regarding large-scale printing, a trade-off between scale and speed and 

high costs are undesirable aspects that need to be overcome [43]. 

 

Nowadays, some examples of pilot schemes can be highlighted, such as  Skanska 3D Concrete Printing 

project and WinSun 3D-Printing Technology. 

 

I. Skanska is a Swedish construction company that along with Foster+Partners, Tarmac, ABB and 

Loughborough University, is developing and implementing 3D concrete technology that prints 

with different kinds of concrete mixes [44]. 

 

II. WinSun is another building company based in China known as the pioneer and leader of global 

3D printing architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 - Concrete Printed House by WinSun 
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Concrete is not the only relevant material to be considered in additive manufacturing but also steel. The 

3D Steel printing is possible with advanced technology that is being developed, for instance, by Arup 

and MX3D.  

 

3.11.2 Steel Additive Manufacturing 

 

MX3D is a Dutch start-up known for developing robotic additive manufacturing technology for 3D Metal 

printing lines in mid-air. This technology allowed the company to print a footbridge across a canal in 

Amsterdam, the Oudezijds Achterburgwal. The goal was to showcase the potential application of a multi-

axis 3D printing technology. This is not an unconnected project, and MX3D worked alongside  Arup, 

Autodesk, ArcelorMittal, Lenovo, ABB, Liquide&Oerlikon, Play movement, AMS and TU Delft. Those 

partners were responsible, respectively, for providing metallurgical expertise, assists in digital 

production tools, computational hardware, robotics expertise, welding knowledge and research [45]. 

 

For steel additive manufacturing this company uses steel, stainless steel, aluminium, bronze copper to 

print lines in mid-air by adding small amounts of molten metal.  

Another significant factor is the software used since further printable lines are desirable; for instance, 

vertical, horizontal and spiralling lines require different settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 21-Additive Manufacturing technologies by MX3D[45] 
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4 Tower cranes structural, mechanical and control systems 

 

4.1 History of tower cranes 

 

Throughout the times, the need of moving objects was constant, and Humanity invented different 

technologies to aid in construction activities. Although, when building in altitude became imperative, the 

knowledge for lifting equipment has begun. 

 

Even though historians did not reach a  consensus about the first lifting equipment to have ever existed, 

however, it is believed that the first equipment existed in Egypt, named Shaduf, was created to collect 

the water from the rivers. Through the times, many other solutions were invented given birth to other 

lifting technologies that aid more significant projects at the time like pyramids of Egypt.  

 

Lifting equipment dates back to Greek times, where the first crane in the world was built. The equipment 

was constituted by a group of pulleys attached to wooden blocks with a hook at the tip. 

 

The Romans were also responsible for creating considerable improvements in lifting technologies. The 

weight lifting enhancement based on the Vitruvius works empowered the creation of the Polypastos, a 

machine constituted of pulleys, one central wooden pole and ropes pulled by human force.  

 

The medieval times the construction of cathedrals were a significant impulse regarding crane’s 

technology. The main introduction was the wheel, as the central part of the crane. This invention permits 

a new crane design called crane-wheels. This invention worked by rotational movement of the wheels 

performed by humans force when pulling a rope. Although, it was during this time that the crane’s 

rotational movement introduced, making the first tower crane to appear. 

 

With the beginning of the industrial revolution, the lifting equipment suffered a profound change, and the 

old wooden wheel-cranes were replaced by robust steel structures adapted to new constructions 

demands. 

 

The concept of the new cranes has not changed significantly compared to those in earlier times. The 

changes have occurred simply on the mechanisms, structural design and the equipment’s control. 
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4.2 Tower crane insight  

 

The tower crane has a significant impact on the construction site. It is a steel structure that can be split 

into three different parts: 

 

− Structural support 

− Mast (or tower) 

− Slewing unit 

 

The support is responsible for holding the entire cranes' structure by anchoring the crane at the floor. 

The base usually is fixed, but crane can be mobile. When attached, the crane is bolted directly to the 

concrete pad. 

 

The mast is the part connected to the base and allows to adjust the height. Usually, it raises several 

meters from the ground with a significant visual impact. 

 

The third part is the slewing unit that includes the gear, the motor and the horizontal jib ( also known as 

the working arm). This part allows the tower crane to twist and turn, to move the object around. These 

objects are carried out by the hook attached to the trolley that runs horizontally through the jib section. 

These objects have a load limit to be carried out due to the forces acting on the crane. It is also important 

to mention that these loads limits are different for each position on the jib section ( they tend to decrease 

along the jib). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 - Tower crane model[46] 
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4.2.1 Support structure 

 

Tower cranes with a fixed base 

  

Construction industry encompasses several ways to design tower cranes with a fixed base. For 

example, in Portugal, the cranes, in general, are fixed by laying concrete blocks over the metal base of 

the tower cranes. This practice is common in Portugal to reduce the workload on site. Although, in 

specific constructions, bigger and heavier tower cranes are needed, making this type of foundations 

inappropriate. In this case, concrete footings can be used and, exceptionally, steel masts can be 

embedded in the concrete or fixed by an anchorage system [46]. 

 

Figure 23 - Tower crane fixed support[50] 

 

Tower cranes with a rolling base 

 

This type of base is not common to observe due to safety and performance reasons. The horizontal 

move goes one rail and can create some instability in this equipment, and the week performance 

concerns the movement itself because it is usually slow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 - Tower crane rolling suppor[50] 
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4.2.2 Types of tower cranes 

 

Horizontal Jib 

 

Two models of tower cranes with horizontal jib are known in the construction: 

 

− Flap top tower cranes 

 

− Hammerhead tower cranes 

 

The jib includes one trolley and one hoist acting along the crane’s radius. At the opposite side of the jib, 

exists the counter-jib, where it can be found the counterweights made of concrete blocks and the hoist 

mechanism. Although, there is one central difference between the flat-top cranes and the hammerhead 

cranes that resides on the existence or not of the tower top. This last unit is where the pendant bars are 

attached, providing additional stability to the equipment. Therefore, unlike the flap-top tower cranes, it 

is possible to conclude that tower cranes with a tower top can have longer jibs. Also, specific devices, 

such as anemometers and aircraft-warning lamps, can be found on the tower above the crane unit. 

 

Luffing Jib 

 

The description regarding the tower cranes with horizontal jib can be adapted to the tower cranes with 

a luffing jib. Both are made with the same material, and the vertical tower section is formed by a steel 

trellis structure supported by one of the bases already explained before. Above, it is located the 

rotational mechanism that connects the jib with the tower structure of the equipment, allowing it to 

operate in different angles. 

 

This cranes model are heavier, and for this reason, the radius range is more limited. Also, it is relevant 

to add that this cranes’ assemblage is relatively more complex on the construction site. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 - Flap-top and hammerhead tower cranes[46] 
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Articulated Jib 

 

It is possible to find vast models of the articulated cranes in the market but not regularly in Europe. 

Usually, this type of cranes is by some means a luffing jib with an articulated node located in the middle 

of the jib, allowing the equipment to reach different angles and distances, becoming very versatile in 

particular works execution (e.g.working on places with buildings and obstacles in their surroundings). 

 

The articulated tower crane can keep the trolley in a fixed elevation point during the displacement 

movement.  

 

These types of equipment are suitable for self-assembling making this the leading tower crane 

advantage. Although, in Portugal tower cranes of this type are useful for construction of limited extent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Types of climbing systems 

 

This type of tower crane with a climbing base system can be useful because it can adjust to the 

construction altitude and exists in two variants: 

 

I. Top climbing system  

 

This system enables tower sections to be inserted and connected to the tower. The existence 

of hydraulic jack lifts the slewing part of the crane and then the tower section is installed. Usually, 

the length of the separate units varies between 3 to 6 meters. 

 

II. Bottom climbing system  

 

Usually, within this sort of climbing systems, the equipment is located in the internal building by 

opening spaces inside the building slabs, letting the tower crane comprise the whole working 

range. 

 

Figure 26 - Articulated and luffing jib tower cranes [46] 
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In the beginning, the tower crane has fixed support but as the construction progresses the 

equipment with the aid of a hydraulic power pack, lifts the structure and fixe it with climbing 

collars in the construction structure. 

 

The stability of the climbing system stability is assured by placing additional elements to confer the 

essential reinforcement at the support and at the structure upwards. Within the features available, it is 

possible to highlight the following: 

 

I. Wood and steel bolts between the support platform and the floors 

 

II. Bracing systems  

 

According to the EN14439/2009, both climbing systems should have lifts speeds not greater than 

1.5m/min, and the hydraulic structures should be idealised to allow visual inspection regarding the 

critical systems points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Units of displacement  

 

Hoist line  

 

The hoist line as shown in Figure 28 comprises the hoist rope, the trolleys, one rope pulley on slewing 

platform, another rope pulley on the tower and then the hoist drum located at the hoist unit. In this unit, 

Figure 27 - Bottom and Top Tower Cranes Climbing Systems[50] 
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besides the drum, are placed other components such as the electric cabinet (the control), the eddy 

current brake, the ventilation grid, the angular planetary gear and the electromagnetic shift. 

 

The hoist drum is the component responsible for the vertical load-displacement using the hoist line. To 

avoid entanglement of the line, the hoist drum winds the rope in particular cross-pattern. The object can 

be lifted with the aid of a hook block that is placed at the end of the hoist line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trolley line 

 

The trolley is in control of the radial displacement of the tower and comprises as shown in Figure 29 

elements such as the trolley drum, twin trolleys, rope guides, travel gear and connection bars. Also, it 

helps to stabilise the load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slewing unit 

 

The slewing unit can be located on the top or in the bottom part of the tower crane. It is the unit 

responsible for the rotational movement. The unit is a set of three parts: 

 

− Slewing ring support 

− Slewing ring 

− Service platform 

 

At the operator’s cabin, it is located the hoist, and the trolley controllers Since the need for controlling 

external factors and disturbances regarding the construction site is constant, it is necessary to have 

electronic devices inside for accurately monitor the conditions that could affect the whole operations and 

communications systems. 

Figure 28 - Hoist line mechanism [50] 

Figure 29 - Trolley line mechanism [50] 
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4.4 Operating controls 

 

Nowadays, the tower crane’s controllers are located in the operator’s cabin and take the form of two 

joysticks ( one for the trolley another for the hoist). As mentioned before the operations can be done 

inside the operator’s cabin or remotely inside the construction site. The option between both relies on 

the context of specific construction activity. 

 

The controls mentioned above during any regular operation should be located close to the operator. 

Also, the controls should be the type of the “dead man” to return automatically to the neutral position 

when released ( relevant for safety reasons). 

 

Crane cabin 

 

This unit offers to the operator a panoramic view of the construction site, and during the time of the 

operations (that can last several hours per day), some conditions need to be fulfilled such as the 

reliability of the communications with the person affected to the construction such as dogmen, riggers 

and supervisors. Usually, that communication is processed via radio. Although, with the advent of new 

technologies, these communications can occur through the internet. 

 

Remote control 

 

Some technological advances are known for remote controls to enhance the feasibility of processes 

within the construction site. The most common remote controls are close to the one illustrated in Figure 

31 and, usually, the communications occur via radio.  

Figure 30 - Slewing unit and operator's cabin[54] 
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4.5 Safety components for tower cranes 

 

The safety requirements regarding tower cranes should follow the criteria in the EN14439+A2-.2009, 

that establishes essential health and safety requirements of the machinery directive 2006/42/EC. 

Therefore, all the aspects concerning the resistance of materials, stability, mechanisms, steel cables, 

anti-collision systems, anemometers, conditions of the static test and others are within the scope of the 

aforecited European norm. The electrical requirements are in the scope of the EN60204-32:2008 and 

the electromagnetic compatibility is related to the EN61000-6-2:2005 / EN61000-6-4:2007/A1:2011. 

Although the EN14439 introduces new elements from the Federation Europeene de la Manutention 

(FEM). Those concerns to the FM 1001,1004,1005 and FM 1007( FM 1001 and FM1005 have a more 

detailed description below) , that are respectively the “Rules for the design of hoisting appliances 

(1998)”, “recommendation for the calculation of wind loads on crane structures 

(2000)”,”Recommendation for the calculation of tower cranes structures in out the service conditions 

(2003)” and the “recommendations to maintain tower cranes in safe conditions (2003)”. The FEM 

provides technical guidance to specific requirements where Cranes are included. Also, provides 

cooperation and assistance to World and European organisations for standardisation and harmonisation 

of specific legislation to the equipment [47- 48]. 

 

Other aspects to be observed in tower cranes according to this equipment’s manufacturers are 

embraced by the transposition of the juridic internal directive 2001/45/CE of the European Parliament 

and regards the minimal safety and health prescriptions for the operation of the equipment by workers, 

the DL 50/2005. The decree-law above is considered to be generic regarding the construction 

equipment, and for that reason, it is necessary to make some considerations. In what may concern the 

construction site planning, it should be mandatory an instalment project for the tower crane to avoid 

significant concerns regarding the behaviour between the soils and the equipment structure, the 

manufactures manual should be more user-friendly, because it contains most of the times technical 

complex information. Hence, it is highlighted the relevance of having experts working (in every stage) 

with this equipments. Therefore, the specific form must be provided because this type of equipment 

requires experimented and careful operators [49]. 

 

Figure 31 - Radio frequency remote control 
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I. FEM 1001 

 

Figure 32 illustrates technical guidance suitable for a generic calculation of the structural stability 

of a tower crane between 20 m and 100 m for a wind speed around 150 km/h. 

 

II. FEM1005 

 

For a more precise structural stability calculation, this norm constitutes a more accurate 

approach for the intended purpose. Considers the real tower crane hight subjected to a range 

of wind speeds that regards to a particular area, as can be seen in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32 - Tower Cranes structural design abacus 

 

Looking back again at EN14439-2009, this norm comprises the essential requisites regarding the 

controllers, limiters and indicators such as indicators of maximum load, movement limiters, anti-collision 

devices and anemometers [49]. 

 

I. Indicator of maximum load 

 

Indicates the maximum lifting load and works as a way to block the operator to lift an overweight in the 

hook. When the load reaches between 90% and 95% of the maximum weight, there is a signal that is 

transmitted that can be either a light or a noise. 
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II. Displacement limiters 

 

It is designed to block the cranes' components to specific positions that might lead to risky situations. 

Practical examples of this situation concern the limiters that are placed in the hoist mechanism, trolley 

systems, slewing united In the rails ( used for the horizontal structure displacement). 

 

III. Anti-collision devices 

 

These devices are embedded in the structure of the tower crane with the primary objective to alert the 

operator or stop the whole mechanism automatically if the devices sight the risk of collision or when the 

equipment enters into a forbidden zone. 

 

IV. Anemometers 

 

Devices that are placed in the crane to measure the wind speed that could affect the equipment 

performance regarding its stability. 

 

4.5  Equipment elementary activities  

 

The tower cranes considered here generally have three degrees of freedom and are responsible for 

horizontal, vertical and rotational displacements. The horizontal and vertical movements can be 

performed in two different ways; one related to the structural vertical and horizontal movement and the 

other connected to the trolley displacement along the jib and the vertical dislocation of the hoist line that 

linked to the hook that facilitates the load lifting.  

 

The vertical movement of the structure concerns the top and bottom tower climbing. The horizontal 

structural move occurs when the tower crane has a rolling base; besides not being usual to see on the 

construction site, for academical purposes, this movement will be considered in the global case study. 

 

The final degree of movement, rotational displacement, has an essential impact on this equipment 

activity and is powered by the slewing ring. 

 

Other consideration relevant to be mentioned regards the impact on the construction site when several 

cranes are performing with a combination of the movements mentioned above and with a high possibility 

to collide inside the forbidden zone that leads to a possibility of collisions. 

 

The importance studying the main activities does not seem relevant usually in the construction site it is 

possible to find a wide range of activities, such as moving brick pallets, displace steel bars and to aid 

on the concreting process by linking a basket to the hook of the hoisting line. 
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5 Automation and control systems for tower cranes  

 

5.1 Innovative solutions for tower cranes 

 

Recent technologies have brought new forms of approaching tower crane design and also new devices 

that help with a more reasonable efficient operations control. With this trend, new digital-based 

technologies are steadily bringing about profound transformations in what concerns studies and 

simulations to predict better and also to understand the events occurring during the planning and 

operation of the new types of equipment [50]. 

 

Apropos some technologies devices, it is possible to witness some improvements made throughout the 

years regarding heavy lifting equipment (such as limiters, anti-collision systems, cabin and controllers) 

to enhance their performance and achieve the best outcomes possible, in every situation. The devices 

can be sensors or cameras. In terms of sensors extended information is available in chapter 6.3 

 

Regarding new structural cranes design, it is known from previous years the existence of cranes with 

two jibs. In this context arises the GG Crane Group with solutions that comprise double jib cranes, that 

were used in the sixties and later by the group for personal usage. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen 

what are the advantages of this technology compared to what is usually seen on most of the construction 

sites. According to the bibliography, this type of cranes comprises a central tower with two jibs located 

on both sides of the tower. The rotation works using propellers located at the end of each jib. 

 

The integration of GIS and BIM  enables project managers to perceive through the visualisation of the 

3D model of tower cranes and other heavy construction machinery their optimal locations. The impact 

is significant concerning these three factors: cost, time and safety. 

 

GIS and BIM integration systems develop a complete role. BIM systems concern the development 

objects with the maximum level of detail in geometry and GIS are prepared to analyse the objects, 

already existent, most abstractly. GIS and BIM will offer vast possible decisions regarding the equipment 

located on the construction site [51]. 
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5.2 Time, cost reduction and safety assessment 

 

With the advent of new technologies and fast-paced developments in the digital era, it is now possible 

to leverage to a new cranes’ design approach that will affect three features of this equipment: 

performance, cost reduction, and safety. Due to the interdependence relationship between of three 

aspects, it is essential to take a close insight  

 

Time  

 

Increasing time reduction, it is essential first to act before the construction begins. This means planning 

and simulation of possible situations in a virtual model to avoid further real site constrictions. Therefore, 

as mentioned before, the combination of BIM and GIS offer the possibility to avoid conflicts and helps 

managers to chose the most suitable tower crane model the intended purpose. 

 

Automation is another aspect that should be taken into consideration. The new technologies applied to 

controllers and the remote control boosted by 5G will save operations time (e.g. repetitive activities on 

building construction will benefit from advanced technology in this field)  

 

Cost reduction 

 

With technology that permits a whole planning enhancement, not only the time will be reduced but also 

the cost. Reducing all the negative aspects before the construction and finding the most suitable and 

the relation of equipment location, shape and site constrictions will lead to a better option avoiding 

unnecessary situations. Also, mathematical programming formulations are being developed to avoid 

extra cost with transportation. 

 

The automation will lead to cost reduction not only because it expected shortly better time saving but 

also because the operations could be decentralised or distributed, avoiding cost with a high number of 

operators. 

 

Safety 

 

Construction is among the industries that have more fatalities, due to some hazard site conditions and 

unsafe activities. The operators of this equipments are subjected to work some meter above the ground 

and reach the cabin with relative long climbing time. For this reason, finding the best locations, provide 

the best support and provide the equipment with some automation will produce safety benefits for crane 

operators. 
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5.3  Automation technologies and control systems 

 

5.3.1 System control background and elementary concepts 

 

Historical background 

 

The existence of control systems and the subsequent development goes back to ancient times. The first 

example in living memory consists of the control system of the wine level inside a cask. The other 

fascinating and widely known application is the water clock of Ktesibios (known as Clepsydra), where 

the time was precisely measured through the water that goes out of the tank at a constant velocity. 

Another critical finding was the float regulator in an oil lamp for maintaining a consistent level of fuel oil.  

 

The temperature regulator was considered the first feedback system invented in Europe by Cornelis 

Drebbel [ 1572 – 1633]. Shortly after Cornelis´ death, another inventor, called Denni Papin [ 1647-1712] 

created the primary pressure regulator for steam boilers in 1681. 

 

One of the principals and exciting discoveries that provoked excitement inside the engineering society 

was the invention of the flyball governor developed by the Scottish engineer James Watt at 1788. This 

is considered the first automatic feedback controller for governing the speed of a steam engine. 

 

The untainted invention was the support of all system controls until the period of the mathematical theory 

formulation concerning the automatic control using a differential equation model of a governor of a steam 

engine, developed by J.C.Maxwell in 1868. After this period, other formulations and development of 

control systems occurred  as mentioned in the table below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The interest of the man about controllers was demonstrated since ancient times, and today, it is possible 

to observe the outcome of long periods of inventions and theories. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 - Governor steam engine and water clock of Ktesibios[52] 
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Table 8 - Historical evolution of automatic control[52][53] 

1868 JC. Maxwell formulates a mathematical model for a 
governor control of a steam engine 

1877 E.J. Routh criterion 
1913 Henry Ford’s mechanised assembly machine for 

automobile production 
1932 H.Nyquist stability criterion 
1936 Discription of PID control concept, Callender et. al 
1945 H.Bode -Methodologies of feedback amplifiers 
1948 W.Evans – Root Locus Method 

1950-1960 R.Kalman – Differences between classic control and 
modern control 

1952 Numerical Control (NC) developed in  MIT 
1954 George Devol develops “programmed article transfer” 

1960 First Unimate robot introduced, based on Devo’s 
designs 

1960-1980 Adaptive Control and Stochastic Control 
1970 State-variable models and optimal control devloped 

1980-2000 Technical developments of Non-Linear Control 
Systems 

1990 Export-oriented manufacturing companies 
emphasise automation 

1994 Feedback control widely used in automobiles 
1997 First-ever autonomous rover vehicle, known as 

Sojourner 
1998-2003 Advances in micro and nanotechnology 

2000 Description of different control types 

 

Control systems theory 

 

Generally, the objective of implementing control systems depends on the desired performance of an 

existent system by modifying its behaviour. The sources required to understand control systems are 

stringently connected to the linear systems and feedback theory. 

 

To design a controller, it is expected a specific purpose that regards the way that a particular system is 

expected to behave when subjected to different inputs. For that purpose, most of what concern to the 

design of control systems are linked to mathematical models. Therefore, to understand those models 

Figure 34 - Feedback control system general  scheme 
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have required in-depth knowledge of mathematics fundamental concepts and skills such as differential 

equations and Laplace transform [54]. 

Control theory should be solid to gain the necessary insight to have a better understanding of the 

phenomena of the control systems and deal with issues of particular interest, such as:  

 

I. Unforeseen exterior disturbances, sensor noises and internal dynamics in the control system 

 

II. The error process between the output and the set point when it is driven to zero.Relevant to 

asses how fast and smooth it occurs 

 

III. Stability state of the closed-loop systems 

 

Control systems design stipulations and constrictions  

 

The design requisites are defined in terms of step response (r), a step-like function describes that. These 

requests, assuming a stable feedback control, are provided concerning a transient response and a 

steady-error. 

The transient response can be described by: 

 

I. Rise time 

The time that takes the output to reach 66% of its final value 

 

II. Settling time 

Happen when the output settle within 2% of its final value 

 

III. Per cent overshoot 

How much the output exceeds the set-point percentage-wise during the period that y converges 

to r. 

 

 

 

Considering the image above it is shown that the difference between y and r can give the steady-error 

as y reaches its steady-state 

 

Regarding the design, the constriction is as follows: 

 

I. Actuator saturation  

Saturation occurs when the input achieves the limit where it becomes a constant 

 

Figure 35 - Feedback control configuration  
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II. Disturbance rejection and sensor noise reduction 

These constraints always happen 

 

III. Dynamic changes in the Plant 

Never truly linear nor time-invariant 

 

IV. Transient profile 

In practice, it is not sufficient to move y from one operating point to another 

 

V. Digital Control 

Controllers are implemented today in digital form 

Control design strategies 

 

Open-loop control 

 

This type of control is considered to some extent, basic compared to a closed-loop control system, due 

to the absence of feedback. These means that disturbances are not sensed and the comparison 

between the output and input does not take place. For this reason, complex systems cannot be 

approached by this type of control because the expected outcome for the outputs is only possible by a 

manual change.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the unreliability of this type of systems, they are suitable for specific machines such as automatic 

washing machine, ar- conditioning and others. For these cases, the only feedback provided is not 

programmed, and the inputs are changed manually. 

 

 

Figure 36- Closed-loop simulator setup 

Figure 37 - Open loop control 
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Closed-loop control  

 

This type of control systems can be suitable to more complex situations where the disturbances are 

diverse, and the involvement on the operations are not negligible. Therefore, the outputs produce effects 

upon the input in a particular manner as to maintain the expectable output value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this particular case, automatic feedback is provided due to the sensing ability of the system regarding 

the existent disturbances, providing a constant corrective action inside the controller.  

These control systems are more reliable because they are more accurate, stable and less affected by 

noise. Although they are costly, and the design is more intricate. 

 

Control systems assessment 

 

After a control design assessment should take place to verify the control system feasibility. The most 

relevant examination should be as following [53]: 

 

− Assess the time response when an instruction is given, or a disturbance is sensed; 

 

− How robust the control system is -  stability. The assessment encompasses how much dynamic 

variation is needed to make the system unstable; 

 

− How sensitive the performance is to the changes in the parameters of the plant transfer function; 

 

− Frequency range and the amount of attenuation for the input and output disturbances; 

 

 

5.4 Network systems topologies  

 

This chapter intends to give a brief insight regarding the interaction of robots within the system's network 

and explain the logic and the associated processes. This knowledge is relevant for multi-robot systems 

to improve the whole communication and concede more spatial functionality. According to the available 

literature, there are three ways of modelling the control of large-scale systems. 

Figure 38 - Closed Loop control 
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The relevance of each system depends on the technologies available and the purpose that requests to 

have correspondence. Also, an analysis of the technical features is required to assess the feasibility and 

consistency when applying to a single or multi-robot system. Regarding the decision process on which 

of the three systems might be suitable for a defined purpose, the conception decision should take into 

consideration what are the strengths and the weaknesses in the whole system. After an accurate and 

deep reflexion, the answer should be a focus on the relation between the controller and the system. 

Although it will be relevant to consider in the analysis of these five aspects [55]: 

 

Table 9 - Five aspects of centralised, decentralised and distributed systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.1 Centralised systems 

 

The simple conceptual framework of this system concerns one system, one controller. This means that 

all the possible existent stations depend on a single controller to send and receive information. Although 

no direct contact exists between the stations and, therefore, no data can be shared in between.[56] 

                                                      
1 Constraints with the leader causes the centralized system to fail 
2 Work the lower level for creation 
3 Centralized systems follow a single framework 

 Centralised Decentralised Distributed 

 
Points of Failure / Maintenance 
 

 
Single Point 

 
Multiple finite 

Point 

 
Infinite Points 

 
Faul Tolerance /Stability 
 

 

Unstable1 

 
Stable 

 
Very stable 

 
Scalability /Max Population 
 

 
Low  

Scalability 
 

 
Moderate 

 
Infinite 

 

Ease of development / Creation2 

 

 
Fast 

 
Moderate 

 
Slow 

 

Evolution / Diversity3 

 

 
None 

 
Significant 

 
Remarkable 

Figure 39- Centralised, Decentralised and Distributed Control Systems 
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Regarding the picture shown above the relevance of the central controller, the only one, is significative 

because it assumes all the responsibility concerning the systems composed by one robot or a cluster of 

robots. In this case, the controller above is named master. This one drives the system to a pursued 

purpose assuming all the instructions input being the central node at the star topology Figure 39 

 

This type of controller is widely used because it is the object of study for decades and applied to large 

business areas such as autonomous logistics and traffic control. Besides, other reasons that make this 

type of controller being preferred is because it is easy how to do it. 

 

Focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of the control system, it is possible, to sum up in the above 

board. 

Table 10 - Centralised networks strengths and weaknesses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strengths

+ Central decison   
controlling;

+ Easy to maintain;

+ Fast creation;

Weaknesses

- Highly unstable ( if the major 
control fails the system does 

not work longer;

- Not appropriate for large-
scale systems;

Figure 40 - Centralised  systems network 
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5.4.2 Decentralised systems 

 

The conceptual framework of decentralised systems does not involve any lead controller ( or master) 

that manage all the data regarding the whole system. So, the system made of single or multiple units 

receives and processes instructions coming from different parts. This means that all the possible existent 

stations do not depend on a single controller; instead, various controllers can act to drive the system to 

a specific goal. Although no communication is foreseen between controllers [57]. 

 

 

 

This system represented above can be operated by decentralised units/controllers where the risk of 

failure can be more tolerated due to the existence of other similar controllers. Therefore, the system 

“crash” is not at stake.  

 

Unlike centralised systems, decentralisation becomes an excellent solution when large-scale systems 

are considered. This is possible not just because the failure of an agent will not put the systems into a 

constrained situation but because the agents can be added easily and will cost less due to the lower 

characteristics in terms of memory and processing, something that does not happen within a centralised 

system. 

 

Table 11 - Decentralised systems strengths and weaknesses 

 

 

Strengths

+Lower implementation

and upgrading cost;

+ More reliable and flexible;

+Suitable  for tlarge-sacle 
systems;

+  More self-organizing

Weaknesses

- Absence of comunication 
between controlers

- Not easy to develop

-

Figure 41 - Decentralised control systems 
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5.4.3 Distributed systems  

 

A distributed conceptual framework of a system is somehow similar to a decentralised network. 

Although, DCS changes significantly because the controllers (unlike decentralised systems), are able 

now to intercommunicate. Therefore, it is expected to reach better performances, and the gains with 

whole systems provide desirable outcomes. 

Decentralised and distributed systems might be involved in inevitable mix-ups due to the scope of 

applications. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The differences rely on the topology of central units and in the failure components. In distributed 

systems, nodes fail independently, but no effects are relevant to the entire system. In decentralised 

networks, the failure impact causes constraints in some parts of the system and, therefore, the impact 

is slightly more significant. In this alignment considering the concurrency of components in distributed 

systems, the communication between nodes occurs unlike decentralise systems.[58] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples: Cluster computing; Grid computing – Apple, Google and Facebook 

 

 

  

Strengths

+;Lower implementation

and upgrading cost;

+ More reliable and flexible;

+Suitable  for tlarge-sacle 
systems;

+  More self-organizing

Weaknesses

- Not easy to develop

Figure 42 - Distributed control systems 

Table 12 - Distributed systems strengths and weaknesses 
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6 Conceptual control system for a tower crane  

 

6.1 Introduction to the case study 

 

The scope of the present simulation is to study the application of a free solution based on a control 

system applied in a tower crane. For certain activities, the substitution of a manual command can be 

useful to optimise time and increase safety in specific tasks. 

 

The activity to be studied regards to a particular concreting process in the upper building level. For that, 

it is essential to establish the precise coordinates that defined the tower crane’s path since the 

commencement of its activity until accomplishing the lifting of a concrete basket from the soil up until 

the building rooftop. 

 

The purposed activity will be conceptually modelled regarding the aforementioned concreting activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Tower crane control system 

 

The most suitable control system, due to the operations' complexity, is the closed-loop control. The 

inputs are only the planning trajectories defined by cylindrical coordinates. These coordinates are more 

suitable for the scope of this case study and generally to other similar situations. The algorithm in the 

controller will process the information, and the expected outcome is tower cranes’ displacement from 

two distinctive positions on the construction site. 

 

The crane system disturbances are the impact of external factors in this equipment operations. 

Constrictions caused by wind force, overload, structural stability and communications failure should be 

considered in the control design. For these purposes, some sensors will be considered in the system 

Figure 43 - Conceptual tower crane model 
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design and will condition the system control to a particular instruction be accomplished. To process the 

movement, the definition of the main coordinates are central to the cranes’ displacement. The input will 

be the cylindrical coordinates. From the starting position, the crane will rotate to the desired position and 

will lower the basket to the ground position to be fulfilled with concrete. For the success of this activity, 

a sensor will be embedded in the concrete basket to measure the optimal weight to be lifted position 

again to finally goes to the position located at the building. 

 

The 2D case study scenario  

 

This picture shows the starting point and the range area of the tower crane at the construction site. The 

cranes’ action area has represented in figure 44  by two different colours: green and yellow. The green 

colour is a blocked area to the movement. 

 

Initial coordinate 

(𝟎, 𝜭𝟎, 𝒛𝟎) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loading the basket 

 

To load the basket, the tower crane should perform the move from the initial point (𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎)  to the 

the point (𝟏, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟏) located on the ground to be fulfilled with concrete. When the sensor mesures a 

certain level of concrete the opera,tion can proceed again till the final coordinate on the building. 

 

(𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎)  → (𝟎, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟎) → (𝟏, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟏)  

Figure 44 - 3D and 2D tower crane model in the initial coordinate 
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Lowering the basket 

 

From the position (𝟏, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟏) goes towards the position (𝟐, 𝜽𝟐, 𝒛𝟐). However because of the existent   

path’s constrain highlighted by the green area the tower, crane must do the backwards movement 

passing again near the starting point. 

 

(𝟏, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟏)  → (𝟏, 𝜽𝟏, 𝒛𝟎) → (𝟏, 𝜽𝟐, 𝒛𝟐) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45 - 3D and 2D representation of the loading activity 

Figure 46 -3D and 2D representation of the unloading activity 
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6.3 Automatic concreting processing 

 

Brief sensor insight 

 

For the present autonomous activity, the concrete slab was divided into ten parts, each one with the 

same dimension. Therefore, the basket will be filled ten times with the same volume of concrete. Also, 

sensors are designed to be embedded in the global equipment system to make it conceivable for 

assessment for diverse internal and external influences regarding the overall working system [59]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Slewing unit sensor 

 

This device applies to the slewing unit of a tower crane to measure the rotation associated with 

a precise rotation movement. 

 

This sensor is composed of two parts: the encoder assembly and the sensor transmitter. The 

slew sensor is available for different slewing rings with varying sizes of a tooth. 

 

II. Sensor applied for overload or over-torque 

 

This sensor will interfere with the controller to stop the crane in case of overload detection. 

Without this sensor, the over-torque can occur and damage the engine. 

 

III. Overspeed sensor applied to the hoist line  

 

Position or speed is determined directly. 

 

IV. Sensor for detecting an overtravel of the trolley system 

Devices for monitoring an object displacement through the tower cranes' jib. 

Figure 47 - Tower Crane schematic model incorporated with sensors 
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V. Load sensor 

 

This device is applied directly at the end of the hoist line. This allows measuring the weight to 

lifted up continually. In this case, can be defined  

 

VI. Sensor applied to stop or slow down the horizontal system (trolley) 

 

This sensor allows the control of the trolley displacement along the jib in terms of speed and 

torque. 

 

VII. Anti-collision detectors 

 

Those sensors are relevant to avoid collisions with other elements or equipment that share 

areas of performance (e.g. other cranes at the construction site) 

 

VIII. Sensors to measure horizontal and vertical distances 

 

These devices are indispensable when automation is present in types of equipment such as 

tower cranes. Otherwise, it would not be possible to perform the movements accurately in the 

polar axis reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48 - Tower Crane's sensors devices [59] 

OsiSense XCC 

Anemometer Osisense XCMD 

Osisense XCKMR 
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Control system 

 

The scope of the present case study is to explain the logic behind the slab’s concreting activity The 

starting point is defined by an initial coordinate (can be anywhere in the range area of this equipment). 

From the starting position, the equipment needs a superior command, given by the foreman to make 

the equipment move to the direction of the concrete filling coordinate (𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎). Then, the basket will 

be filled with concrete until a certain weight (determined via a sensor device applied in the hoist line 

mechanism). With the basket full of concrete the next movement will depart from the position (𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎) 

until (𝒊, 𝜽𝒊, 𝒛𝒊) ( i represents the number of coordinates matching each part of the desirable slab 

associated to the current case study),where the final position receives the last quantity of concrete 

carried out by the crane’s basket. However, the activity should consider some systems disturbances 

that affect the global cranes process such as wind speed, possile collisions with other equipment’s or 

structural elements, equipment structural stability and any engine unexpected behaviour. A possible 

absence of sensors may call into question the workers’ safety, ineffective activities and equipment 

malfunctions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Viewing the activity regarding the robotic performance of a designed system that aims to accomplish 

the whole task of concreting a random building slab proves not to be sufficient for the intended purpose. 

It is relevant to look better for the entire process for then realise that logistics and planning assumes a 

Figure 49 - Tower crane control configuration 

Figure 50 – Schematic representation of the rooftop slab 
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relevant aspect for the success of the concreting task and others that may come. In terms of planning, 

it is necessary for a precise definition of the supply coordinates. In this case study, the definition of one 

single point where the basket will be filled with concrete has relevance for the controlling system. The 

controller automatically knows the location of the real source, and that will easier all the process of 

instructions and operability. 

 

All the logistics matters and aligned with the planning will optimise and monetise all the equipment 

process towards the defined purpose. The strategies combined can avoid time waste and enhance a 

more desirable synchronisation that has a profound impact on the parts involved, resulting in better 

outcomes in terms of time and costs. Since this system encompasses one single controller, the logic of 

the whole network system is centralised. The operation can be supervised by one or more workers that 

can be either on the construction site or way and giving instructions remotely. 

 

Other scenarios might occur and are subjected to a higher degree of complexity in terms of network-

controlled systems. In the case of where more than one controller applied to the same method but with 

no interaction between the controllers (the cranes fundamentally cannot communicate with others), a 

decentralised system is being considered. 

 

The last scenario occurs when the tower cranes controllers can intercommunicate and provide better 

performances with no human interaction being required. So, in this case, it is up before a distributed 

control system that might plunge into a more complex schema. 

About the instructions are given for a centralised control system, inherently object of this case study, 

happen like mentioned before on-site or off-site. 

 

The on-site communications can be given by a straightforward radio-frequency communicator, already 

known in the construction industry. Regarding remote operations, the connection needs to be more 

feasible, avoiding any interference. So, for this reason, radio-frequency is excepted. Although a good 

internet connection empowered by 5G technology will make it possible, the 5G will bring benefits such 

as high speed, low latency and more internet coverage. This technology will be relevant to supervise 

and instruct robotic cranes remotely. 
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7 Concluding comments and further research 

 

7.1 Concluding comments 

 

As a result of this dissertation, Industry 4.0 is sustained in nine concepts: big data and big data analytics, 

autonomous and collaborative robots, simulation, horizontal and vertical system integration, the 

industrial internet of things, cyber-security, cloud computing, additive manufacturing, augmented, virtual 

and mixed realities. All those concepts include disruptive technologies that enhance connectivity, data 

sharing, storage capacity, automation and visualisation. 

 

If linked to industrial production processes, the expected outcomes rely on more integration and 

decentralisation, with considerable industrial gains respecting productivities, efficiencies and 

effectivenesses. Also, profound changes will occur concerning organisational systems, which 

incorporate a full integration regarding production stages and more scalability at the same levels. 

However, all processes that converge into further integration necessarily have to consider disruptive 

technologies to achieve high industrial standards. So, to achieve those goals, all production units must 

be connected through the IoT or, considering the technical scope of this study, the IIoT. This connectivity 

is empowered by 5G( the new mobile network technology) that allows all the new disruptive applications 

in industry. Given the high bandwidth, low latency and extensive coverage of the 5G network, relevant 

data can be shared among devices coming from embedded sensors placed into industrial units 

(e.g.machinery, equipment, conveyors, and others) and thereby self-create a network that can be 

comprehended and associated to Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS). This triggers the whole features 

covered by Industry 4.0 such as simulation, with the Digital Twin, new ways to visualise and analyse 

spaces (with AR, VR and MR technologies), automation, with robotic machines linked to production 

processes, additive manufacturing, with 3D printers, and lastly Big Data and Cloud technologies. These 

last two technologies assume a particular relevance due to the high volumes of data shared and 

continuously generated nowadays. 

 

Industry 4.0 concepts in construction are particularly challenging, mostly due to a vast number of 

singularities that characterises the production processes. Unlike other industries, technological progress 

in construction cames at a slow pace. Although, the new industrial era brings new opportunities to 

change the shape of the conventionalism regarding production and managing processes. Several 

applications concerning Industry 4.0 were contextualized into construction, and the expected outcomes 

are proven to be promising. With Building Information Modelling even more integrated into construction 

industry projects not just in the early stages but also at the whole project life-cycle-The era of Big Data 

and Cloud technologies finally arrives inflicting big changes in how data is processed, analysed and 

stored. 

 

The IIoT assumes a central feature of Industry 4.0, and at the context of construction, the expected 

outcomes are vast and profoundly transforming. The advent of the new mobile generation network- 5G- 
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brings relevant developments allowing more shared data and interconnected devices without connection 

delays giving an instant response. Therefore, real-time operations, necessary for tower cranes remotely 

controlled, will be leveraged by such technology. Other particularities concerning sensors devices that 

could be applied not just in construction machines but also in materials and final structures, allowing 

better control and monitorization of construction processes. Also, simulation tools appear to gain extra 

benefits from IIot, allowing managers to act upstream, avoiding undesirable situations. Regarding this 

last technology, Digital Twin cames as key modelling technology with a promising impact allowing to 

create the digital construction site with constant information being shared with the real construction 

events  

 

Automation will leverage productivities in construction processes, and additive manufacturing arrives as 

a challenging, disruptive technology that will reduce the size of the construction site and the number of 

the workers needed for construction duties, increasing production rates, permitting mass customisation 

and reducing costs. Automation cames to aid in construction processes with robotic machines and 

additive manufacturing cames to assume the total production control through 3D printers. 

 

The visualisation of the building site will differ from the traditional way with the AR, VR and MR 

technologies. The integration of data and virtual elements will permit a more precise analysis by 

comparing the design made with 3D elements and the elements already constructed. 

 

Automation was the chosen concept for a particular case study. The reason regards the impact of the 

integrated technologies in the whole  construction equipment and construction production processes. 

Therefore, the impact of a control system in a tower crane powered by 5G will drive the equipment to 

achieve better performances with a significant increase in the safety conditions since it will no longer be 

needed an operator in the cabin’s control.  

 

7.2 Further research 

 

Industry 4.0 has created several opportunities for the general industry, and future studies should be 

conducted and supported to find new ways to make the best of the inherent technical disruption to have 

the best outcomes possible.  

 

The construction industry has benefits to adopt all the potential technologies into production, design, 

planning and managing processes. Therefore, new equipment, methods, supply chain and logistics 

strategies will be enhanced with the benefits of the new industrial revolution. The development of new 

devices encompassed in the advent of the new digital and technological era adapted to construction 

demands and processes will offer vast solutions to enhance productivities and to create controlled 

construction environments ( avoiding significant concerns regarding design error, budget overruns and 

logistical problems). However, to achieve better organisational performances and to avoid some 
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constraints, the construction firms must necessarily invest in new strategies and embrace technological 

methods within production processes. 

 

The case study is considered a theoretical approach to what is intended to plan for future developments. 

In this regard, the author intends to investigate how to create a feasible control system to be embedded 

in lifting equipment that involves all the disruptive technological sensors and a 5G remote control. 
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Appendix I – Concreting process flow-chart 
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